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l 
Abstract. Here WC present a new version of recursion induction principle with an effective and, 
by the way, mechanizable flacour. Furthermore we obtain a measure of the complexity of 
equivalences (or inequalities) between recursive programs and also of the difficulty of their proofs. 
1. Introduction 
Any manipulation, such as transformations, optimization, development of pro- 
grams, must be proved correct; any verification process requires some methods, 
known to be valid, for proving properties of programs. 
For this purpose, in the years 60, the literature presents two kinds of very useful 
tools for the recursive case :
- a principle of structural induction (Burstall [5]), 
- a principle of recursion induction (de Bakker, McCarthy, Morris, D. Park and 
D. Scott [3,25,27,30]) 
or, more precisely several statements of recursion induction principle w?ich are 
equivalent roughly speaking (see Greif [ 14)). 
Our aim is to study prc,ofs performed in a formal system which manipulates 
universally quantified first-order formulas, by rewriting systems on terms (close to 
some methods presented by Huet and Oppen [21]). Thus we deal only with recursion 
induction principle, for the structural induction requires a very deep knowledge 
about calculi domains which is not in general finitely axiomatizable by first-order 
theory. The origin of this restriction lies in the research of a notion of ‘effectiveness 
of induction principle’ in order to design a system, more or less mechanizable, 
performing induction proofs. Indeed the methods developed in this framework give 
some ability to understand why certain proofs require human skillfulness (namely 
invention of auxiliary lemmas). Indeed we construct a proofs system such that we 
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are able to associate in a constructive way a recursive function over integers to 
each demonstration performed: this function gives a measure of the difficulty of 
this demonstration. Moreover if we deal with proofs known as difficult (a priori an 
intuitive notion but which is defined precisely below) and provable with the system 
then the demonstration performed is difficult necessarily. To give some intuition 
about effectiveness, quickly recall sorl., definitions and results of the well-known 
fixed point theory. 
Let B be a domain (partially) ordered by C_ and with a least element _l such that 
(D, c, I) is a c.p.0.; note that (D” +D) is the set of continuous function with n 
arguments over D and that G is also called the canonical extension of the order 
relation on D. A recursive program is an equation (actually a system of equations) 
like 
where X is a n-vector of variables and 7 a continuous functional over (D” 4X. 
By definition the function computed by this program is the leas! fixed point of 
the functional T, called YT, which is the least upper bound of the increasing sequence 
of elements of (D” + I>) (T” [I] 1 n E N} where _L denotes the constant function equal 
to 1. 
Let P be a predicate and 7 be a continuous functional, both over (D” + D ). 
The recursive induction principle states: if 
(i) P(i) and 
(ii) VfE (0” + IN (P(f) =+ Pb[fl,, 
are true then Y7 satisfied P (obviously P cannot be any predicate and must belong 
to the class of admissible predicates, see Manna [26]). 
It is clear that this statement is too gcncral and may ke written with a more 
effective flavour. For example: if 
(i) 3p E N: P(r”[l]) and 
(ii) VJ~I EN; (Vk EN (P’-k 6-2 np~r’[i~~~Prr”“[1])~~ 
we true then Y, satisfied P iobviously P cannot he any predicate and must belong 
Let us see an example introducing the notatwns uwd. 
Example I. I_ct D bc a c.p.o, wd R he the system of tquations 
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(ii) the induction hypothesis is: for each n 3 1 T”[L] is equivalent to C[_L]. Then 
by definition of T 
=.fW[11) by induction hypothesis 
=f(g(CP [-I-])) by definition of CT 
=g(f(cr”-‘[i])) by the 1st property of S 
= g(b(+“-‘[L])) by iprduction hypothesis 
by definition of T 
by induction hypothesis 
by definition of CT 
and we reach the equality T”+‘[I] = a”+’ [I]. So (ii) is true too and the principle 
ensures us the equivalence between Yt and I$. We remark that we start from the 
term t ’ + ’[L] and reach the term C? “[L] by a sequence of terms rewriting following 
three rules: 
- equations of the recursive program definition R, 
- laws satisfied by base functions S, 
- induction hypothesis. 
Our point of view about in&ction principie and system of equivalence proofs 
involves some constraints which are adequately formalized in the framework Df the 
theory of algebraic semantics [ 10, 11, 15, l&28,29]: 
- recursive programs (schemes, actually) are systems of equations between well- 
formed terms built from a set A of base function symbols, a set F of procedures 
symbols and a set V of variables; 
- laws (properties) of base function symbols are expressed as axiomatic system, 
subset S of the Cartesian product MA(V) xM,( V) (where MA(V) is the set 01 basic 
terms), and are used in proofs by mean of the generated ccngruence ++g (i.e. the 
rewriting relation defined by S, see below); 
- induction proofs are induction on the Kleene’s sequences; the Kleene’s sequence 
related to some functional is the set {~"[l] 1 II E IV} where T”[_J is obtained by n 
consecutive calls of the full substitution rule on T[_L]; 
- formulas are (corljonction of) inequalities between terms; wc shall write in, a) 
instead of TLU-. 
Wc can state a restricted form of the classical induction principle (Morris [Y]! 
as follows: 
ti if for any integer II T~[_L](~ u 7 u e;;t)*cC[.L] 
P, 
. then 7 d,R.S, C 
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where 
- stR,!;) means that for every interpretation satisfying S the function computed by 
T with the system of recursive definitions R is less defined than the function 
computed by u; 
- --+ (or +s j is the rewriting relation generated by S; 
s 
- 7 (OK -jr,,) is the rewriting relation generated by the set 
n 
L = wu], u”[l]) 1 p < /I>; 
- (~9~ u +-+ln u ++R j* is the reflexive and transitive closure of -S u -+I, w -R. 
Here we get an explicit induction step by means of the relation -+I,, and we 
rewrite the Example 1 with rhese notations as the reader could check. However 
some examples show that this statement is too restrictive. 
Exampk 2. Let US consider the system of recursive definitions R 
Example 3. !Milnar [Tj). Let R tw the system of rcwrsiw detinitions 
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applying some universally correct computation rule p [7,13,34] (mostly the ‘full 
substitution’ or the ‘parallel outermost’ rule). Then we restate our principle: 
if for any integer n p” (+)[l_](y u -+ u y)* p ‘(“)((~)[_l] 
1: 
then t <(R.S) (T. 
where -=-Q; is the rewriting relation generated by the set 
This new formulation (well fitted to the former examples) suggests the main 
concept of this article, namely classes of formulas related to (universally) correct 
computation rule and some class of functions from N to N: we shall note 1; (p5 9) 
the set of formulas, that is couples of terms (7, a), such that there exists k of 9 
such that, for any integer n pn(7)[i]cspk’“‘(a)[~] (where I CS t’ means the 
interpretation of t is less defined than that of t’ for any interpretation satisfying S) 
and write E&I, ) = ((7, B)! (7, a) E Ii (p, 9) and (a, T) E I”, (p, 9)). Clearly for any 
formula (I, a) in 1: (p, 9) the inequality 7 -C -(R.S) (J is valid, and the same validity 
result holds for Eg(pl9): 
We can see the fact that a formula (7, ~7’ belongs to some 1; (p, 9) as an indication 
(a measure, by means of the class of functions 9) of the’difficulty or complexity 
of a proof of the theorem T s (R.S) 0 (inde :d in examples one can see that a ‘difficult’ 
theorem in this sense requires the help of some auxiliary lemmas). On the other 
hand, the fact (T, ~1 E E&, 9) gives some idea about the relative ‘efficiency of 
computation’ of the same function by T and U, with respect to the comptiiation 
rule p. 
From this point of view of ‘proofs complexity’ we investigate the problem of 
completeness of these classes of formulas and obtain the following results where 
we denote respectively fs and po the ‘full substitution’ and ‘parallel outermost’ (or 
‘parallel call by name’) computation rules (see [3, 13,343): 
(0) For any recursive function f from N to N, there exists a recursive program 
R, a set of axioms S and a formula such that T d (R.S) 0, and (7, d E 1: (fs, 18)) and 
(7, d E 1; (PO, {g}) imply g z/ (that is Vn s N: g(n) af(n)). 
(1) For any recursive program R and formula (7, CT) such that r SR CT (strong or 
syntactic inequality) then (T, CT’) belongs to &(fs, Exp) where Exp is the set of 
exponential functions form N to N. Moreover there exists R and (7, a) such that 
T s-0 and (T,+zlR(fs,{gl) implytlrz EN: g(n)$(n2+n). 
(2, For any R and (7, a) such that 7 sR CT, the formula (T, a) belongs to k(po, Lin) 
where Lin is the set of linear functions, a result which explains the better suitability 
of ‘po-induction’ (see [4]) for proving strong equivalences. 
(3’ If R is a ‘non-nested’ (or linear) system of recursive definitions and T =R fl, 
then ‘T, CT) belongs to ER(fs, Lin) (and in this case =R is decidable). 
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These three results are obtained by using the language of bran&es of the tree 
generated by a term in a recursive program. 
(4) May be the most interesting and main result of this article is obtained in the 
study of formal system of proofs: we define a powerful system to prove formulas, 
which features follow these designed by Courcelle and Vuillemin [ 121, namely 
fs-induction and ability to consider procedure symbols as least fixed points by 
duplicating the system of recursive definitions. We carefully study the condition of 
application of the fs-induction inference rule and show that if a formula (7, a) is 
provable in this system, with R (recursive program) aqd S (axioms) as hypothesis, 
then (7, or) belongs to Ii (fs, 9) where 9 is the set of recursive functions, proving 
thus the validity of the system (a proof which is nat always given in the related 
literature). Furthermore, given a proof of a formula (7, cf), we are able to construct 
a function f of 9 such that (7, a) belongs to I”, (fs, (f]L 
Moreover if we do not allow duplication of recursive programs then a provable 
formula T d (R,S) CT belongs to Ii (fs, Lin). 
We believe these results and methods raise very interesting problems and open 
a wide research area. In particular in the field of methods for proving program 
properties [9,19,20,24], it seems interesting to study their power by means of this 
notion of complexity; for example it has been proved in [23] that the so-called 
foldJunfold method of Rurstall and Darlington ‘,6] allows to prove PO-linear 
equivalences only. 
2. Algebraic framework 
In the following sections we briefly recall formalism and main results of the 
algebraic semantics of recursive program schemes. For more details we urge the 
reader to refer to [ 1, 10, 11, 16,28,29]. 
LNota&ions. We shail use some notations: 
- N is the set of positive integers; 
- for any k of N greater than 0 [k] denotes the set {i E 1%’ i 1 s i 5 k ), 
- [O] may denote the empty set; 
- for an; non empty set ,Y the free monoi’d generated by X is .X*, the crnpt! 
word .I, and the integer 1141 is the length of the word 14; 
- for any subset f. of X* and any word H’ in .X* L/r\, = {rr i If E .JY* and bs.14 rrI 1. 
Definition 1. (D, C, _L! is a ~xqktc partially order (abbreGatsd in c.p.o.) if and 
only if i is the least element of the partially ordered set (D, C) and each directed 
subset A of D has a least uppt::r bound denSated ILL 
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Let us recall that A is a directed subset of D if and only if for any pair (d, d’) 
of elements of A there exists d” of A such that d E d’ and d’ c d”. 
Remark. Let (D, C) be a partially ordered set, the set Dk (k in IV, k 2 0) will be 
always ordered component wise and we shall use the same notation. 
Deli&ion 2. Let (D, G) and (D’, c’) be partially ordered sets. A mapping f from 
DktoD’isincreasingiffV(dl,...,d&V(el ,..., l’k)EDk:(dl ,..., d&h ,..., ek)+ 
f(d I, l l . ,d&‘f(el,. . . ,ed. 
Furthermore j’ is continuous iff for any directed subsets of D, A 1, . . . , Ak, having 
least upper bound, the set f(A 1, . . . , Ak) is directed (with respect to c’) and admists 
f(UA 1,. . . , UAl() as least upper bound. 
2.2. F-magma 
In order to build recursive program schemes which are systems of equations on 
terms, we need a set of function symbols, say F, whose elements are symbols with 
arity (a non negative integer). We call Fk the set of elements of F with the same 
arity k. 
Well-formed terms (with respect to arities) are obtained by composition of these 
symbols, applied to variables, and may be viewed as particular cases of finite trees 
and the set of trees-finite or infinite-is a special case of F-magma (.or F-algebra). 
Definition 1. An ordered F-magma is a structure A4 = (DM, c,, J-M, {Fiji If E F)) 
where (&, znl) is a partial ordered set with _L M as least element ,:nd, for any f e Fk, 
ltf is an increasing mapping from D if to DM. M is said to be complete if (DM, !$, l,tf J 
is a c.p.o. and each Lx, is contln\rous. 
A morphism 11 ktwzen two complete ordered F-magmas, M and A4’, is a 
continuous mapping from D, 5f to Dxfv which preserves their structure. 
Definition 2. A conlplete ordered F-magma (abbreviated in soF-M) 1M is free over 
X if and only if X is included in D M (up to a canonical injection) and, for any 
tether CJF-M A4’ and aliy mz?ping h from X to D M’, there exists a unique morphism 
~G&. fr,,m izf *o M’ whose restriction to X is identical to h. 
Obviously, such a magma is detined up to an isomorp’nism and we are going 
to show the free coF-M over X is :,:omorphlc to the set of F-well-formed trees 
over X. 
2.3. TWS 
Let \’ be a set of variables disjoint from F and described by (x, (n E IV). Let US 
lntroduct: the splitted alphabet associated tr F (see [8]): WF = (cf. i)if~ FL!, i EN}. 
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Definition 1. A F-well-formed tree on V (abbreviated in a F-tree on V) is a 
mapping t from dam(f), a subset of W& to F u V such that VW E Wz, VIE Fk 
(k > 0) V(f, i) E WF : w 0 (f, i) E dam(t) implies: 
(i) w E dam(t), 
(ii) f(w) =f, 
(iii) WF n dom(f)/w E {(f, j) lj E [k]}. 
Example 1. V =(x}, F = F1 uFZ, F1 = {f}, Fg = {g}. tl is the application s.t. 
dom(tl)=(J,(f. 1)J.L l)jg, 1)); hW=f; Mf, l))=g; h((f, l)(g, W=x. fz is the 
application s.t. dom(tz) = (11, (f, I), (f, l)(g, I), (f, l)(g, 2)); t2bl) = f; Mf, 1)) = g ; 
f2((f, l)(g, 1)) = t2((f, l)(g, 2)) =x. t3 is the application s.t. dom(f3) = 
M, (f, I), cf, 3, (f, Ng, I), cf, l)(g, 2)); t3(N=f; f3((f, lH=g; t3((f, ~N=x; 
fd(f, 1 H = f&f, Ng, 2)) = -lI. 
Both tl anId f2 satisfy Definition 1 above but f3 does not because f has an arity 
equal to 1 and u/F n dom(t3)/4 = ((f, l), (f, 2)). 
As usual tI and t2 may be drawn as follows: 
f f 
I I 
Cl =g t:! = g 
/ /’ \ 
.K s s 
(in some intuitive sense our trees are nor complete with respect to arities). 
We note M: ( V) the set of F-trees on V and we define on this set the syntactic 
order by Vt E A4> (V), ‘tjtk A.4: (I,‘): t ct’ iff dam(t) c dom(t’) and, for any K in 
dam(t), t(r~) is equal to f’W. 
In Example 1 above tl is less than t?. For this rrder the empty tret\ II Whom 
the domain is empty) is the least element of Ml (1’). 
To acliieve this result it suftices 10 check (and checking is rather tcdiousr the 
conditions of Definition 2 of $! 2.2. 
If WC nc>tc MF( ~‘1 the set of finite F-trees (whom the domain is tinite) and .\If.t 1’) 
the set of finite F-trees which art‘ c-maximal (represented by terms dcncjted as 
usually by prefix4 polish notation), then (I&( \‘I, (fH If E Fj) is the free F-magma 
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on V and (h&(V), LG., A?, {f~ IKE F}) is the free ordered F-magma on V (with respect 
of an obvious definition of these structures). 
For any mapping v from V to Mz ( V), we note v* (instead of vz as written in 
Definition 2 of § 2.2) the unique endomorphism of H whom the restriction to V 
is cr. We call it a strbsrifution. Sometimes we write r[fl/xi,, . . . , tp/xi,] instead of 
u*(f) where {xi, lj E [p]) is the set of elements of V occuring at least once in f and, 
for any j in [p], P(XJ = tp 
We shall use the concept of congruences on F-magma and, more precisely, 
congruences OTI H stable by substitution (see [ 181). To define this restricted 
notion we need the concept of subtree and subtree replacement. First we note 
&NI(~), the enlarged domain of the tree t in MT ( V), the set {w l (f, i) 1 w E 
dY~m~t),r(,(~)=~,,dE~,iE[k])if ~12 anddorn(R)={.t}. 
Definition 1. For any w in dorrr(t), the s&tree of’ t czt node w, denoted t/r-1,, is 
defined by dom(r/w)=dom(f)/w and, for any t( in domO/w), t/w(u)= f(w l u). 
Furthermore, for any t’ in MF (V), the tree #‘/w] obtained by the replacement 
of t/w by t’ in t is defined by dom(r[t’/w]) = (dam(t) - w . WE) u w . dom(t’J, for 
any lc in dom(rb - IV - \V*, t[t’/w](u ), for any u in IV * dom(t’) t[t’/w](w * N i = t’fu L 
Definition 2. A precorrgr~enca on A#: (I’) is a preorder (a reflexive and transitive 
relation) R on M,l‘ ( 1’) x A4: ( VI such that, for any t in AI: ( V), any w in don&), 
any mapping P from V to IV;: (V) and any pair (s, s’) of trees, (s, s’) in R implies 
the pair (t[v*(s)/w], t[v%‘)lrv]) belongs to R too. A cortgn~et~ce on AIF WI is a 
syme t ric precongruence . 
Proposition. For any R, viewed as a whet of t/ie Cartesian product Mp (\ V) x 
,%I: ( 1% the precongnrerlce generated by R (i.e. the least precongruence including 
R ) is the ref?exice and transitice closure of ihe relatiorl -R defined by t -*R t’ ifl 
3\s, s’) E R, 3w E dcrm(t), 3~: V --+M~ ( V) s.t. t = t[v*(s)/w] and t’ = t[v*(s’)/w] 
wAik the mlgruence generated by R is the reflexi~~e and transitice closure of the 
rhtiml -R L._J -R ‘. 
As usual wt‘ shall note --+g lrcsp. 4-i) the precongruence (resp. congruence) 
gcnerakd b:, R. 
Example. \’ = {A ); F = F, = (f, g]; R = (( fR = gR,, (fgs = ggfx )). Considering the 
prccongrucnce generated by R, it A easy to show by integer induction that 
f’Y? -+*R RZq ‘R. 
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3. Recursive program schemes and their semantics 
3.1. Recursive program schemes 
L-h Recursive fiogram Scheme (RPS) is a triple X = (A, @, R) where 
- A is the base function symbols’ alphabet and is some finite subset of UnENA,,; 
A, = (a,” lp EN and the arity of a,” is n); 
- @ is the procedure symbols’ alphabet and is equal to (~1, . . . , (PN); each (9, has 
an arity equal to ?li; 
- R is a functional binary relation over l&,+(V) such that if (s, I) belongs to R 
there exists an integer i (in [N]) such that s is equal to 9iXr l l l x”, and f belongs 
to fiALHf4~I, l . l , &l,b 
For the sake of clarity, we shall write --)r instead of *R and use the alternative 
presentation for kPS’s 
Example. A = AZ = (a); @ = @I = (~1, ~2, cp~}; V = (x}; let usconsider the following 
RPS: 
C’omputations of a term s in a RPS E (= (A, @, R )) are needed to detine the 
semantics (see below) and are sequerxes of terms rewritten from s in X. The direct 
or iwrnediate informatiort contained in a term s in all what we can know about this 
term without making any computatnon, that is to say by ignoring the value of 
procedure symbols occurring in S. Whence the definition of immediate information 
T(S) of a term s: 
7T (x ) = .Y for any .Y in V, 
Computation may be defined mc-rrc prtxiscly by sec~ucncc of itcrated applicatic:n 
of some computation rule. Here we can define the fs and po computation rules 
(related to a RPS 2) mentioned in the introduction tis mapping 02 and t-11 on 
.I?,., ,f, ( 1’1 respectively 111 
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Esample 1 (continued). 
We leave it to the reader to check the following facts: Let 2 be an RPS, s and 
s’ be elements of fiA,*( V): 
41) scs’~lr(s)~n(s’)and~~~(s)~a&‘); 
(2) if there exists p terms of A&,&V), tl , . , . , tp, and p substitutions ~1, . . . , vp, 
such that s =s'[yT(11)/xi,....,~,*(r~)/~,,] then 
n(s) = R(S’I[(W * v,I*(n(r,)VX,,, l . l , (n O v,)*(rr(t,wi,l, 
~&(~I =Or(S’)[(~~c~l)*(~~(~l))lXi,, l l l F (ar”v,)*(ar(t,))/Xip3’ _ 
3.2. Semarrtics of RPS’r 
Let 2 f = (A, @, R)) be an RPS, an interpretation of E is a complete ordered 
A-magma M = (Dnf, c hfr I%~, (aM Ia E A}). We call Drf the set of ‘data mappings’ 
naturally ordered by the relation, also denoted s&f, defined by, for some ?j, Y’ in 
B if. 1’ = __kf v’ iff V(X) tnf Y’(X) for any x in V. 
Since A4: ( 1’) is the free complete ordered A-magma over V, for each t belonging 
to Mz (1’) and each interpretation h-f, we are able to define a continuous funlction 
f.tf from I?,:, to Dhl by tnl( v) equals to y:(t) for v in D,L. 
Theorem 1 (Nivat [28]}. For atry RPS X (= (A, @, R)), any s of A&L,&/) and 
arty irlterpretafiorl AI of 2 the set {r(t)M Is -+g t} is directed with respect to c,,. 
Now we trcfine the function computed by any term s of It&*( t’) for a given 
RPS ,’ and dn interpretation A4 
Definition 1. Let z’ (= (A, @, R )) M be an interpretation of z’ and s be a term 
of &&. +( VI, the function computed by s is noted s cZ,M, and is the ieast upperbound 
of the set {NO.%, 1s -+z f}. 
When M is the free interpretation H ((Mz( V), C, 0, (aH la E A)) cf. 9 2.3) we 
write sz instead of stxsH) and we have the following proposition. 
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Proposition 1. Let C (= (A, @, R)) be an RPS, M be an interpretation und s be a 
term of A&+(V), actually SE is the tree generated by s in E and belongs to Mz (V), 
so we can define the function (s& and we hat(e the identit) 
The f’cJhving proposition relics on computed function and rule of computation. 
Proposition 2. Let C (= (A, @, R)) be an RPS, M be an interpretation and s be a 
term of lii,(_,lfi( VI, s (T,M) is the /east upperbound of {(n -v “(s )I,\, 1 o E N) artd of 
{(7rITR(S))‘~, :?IEN) loo. 
We could generalize this result by introducing the notion of correct computation 
ruk; jet us recall that a computation rule p associates to each RPS Z (= (A, @, R)) 
an application from n;i Aucb( V) to itself such that, for any s in A&“+( W, s -2 p&j; 
p is said correct if and only if, for any s of a AU@,(V) and any interpretation d’M, 
the set {(V&S)) .zi In E IV} admits P . (x,,tf) as least upperhound. We deduce from the 
above proposition that CY ant{ IZ are ccirrect computation rules [?, 13, 343. 
One of the main advantages of the algebraic semantics is related to the equivalence 
of RPS’s; so we introduce a preorder and an equivalence Over !@Zt *( 1’). 
Definition 1. Let z’ ( = (A, (D, R )I an RPS and C be a class of interpretations. WC 
define the preorder relation s Cx:,c‘x, over A&,,+( I’) t>\. 
and we note 52 ,L_,zI) the associated cquivalcnce relation. 
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If slrl is the class of all interpretations we shall write 6X (resp. =& instead of 
s (z.s~) (resp. =Q..&. 
Proposition 1 (Nivat [29]). Let C (= (A, @, R)) be an RPS and (s, s’) be a pair of 
elem ptts in A2 A .dctr( V); then the following property ho?ds : 
s 6X s’ if nndoniy if sH C sl. 
Proof. if part: l-f is a particular interpretation, then by definition of Go:, the 
inequality s by s’ implies s(&,~) + sfs,~). Following QUT notation the last inequality 
may be rewritten ss G si. 
only ifpart: For any interpretation M we deduce from the inequality sE r sk the 
inequality ($2 bn, C, is;)&, and, by Proposition 2 of fi 3.2, we reach the inequality 
s(~,~~) t,vf s&,~, whic!r holds for any interpretation M. So we obtain the result. cl 
In this paragraph we define the representation of trees by their languages of 
branches, following an idea due to Rounds [32] and used in semantics by Rosen 
[3 1 ] and Courcelle [&I. By means of a slight modification of the notion of branch, 
we obtain a very fruitful tool for our purpose. But we need a lot of technical 
definitions and results. 
Definition 1. Let t be in Ibfi ( VI, the set br(r) of branches of I is the subset of 
\\‘z (A ti C”) equal to {W . :(w )j w E dom(ti}. 
Ry definition of the syntactic order over Mz (V) we have, for any pair tt, t’) of 
elements of Mz (%‘I, t c: t’ if and only if br(t) c hr(r’). 
Now we could construct the context-frcne grammar Gr- assockted to an RPS S 
and generating the language of branches. If Z is described by 
then (32 is given by the triple ~5, X, P) where 
- - is the nontcrminal symbols’ alphabet and equal to @ LJ W$,, Z
- X is the terminal symbols’ alphabet and equal to WA LJ A u V, 
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- P is the set of productions, included in 3 x (E uX)*, and defined by 
(q3i-+w. ~)EP iff w l f Ebr(Ti)A WI”* l (A u@), 
((qi,j)+W)EP iff W *xj~br(~i)nW:“* l V* 
Example (Example of 5 3.1 continued). If Z: is the RPS described in the example 
of 5 3.1, the grammar G is given by: 
s = bl, VP29 5p3lv(h I), (rp2, I), ((P39 w, 
X = {(a, I), (a, W4du(xl. 
P is the following set of productions: 
w-a +(a, %2+(a, 2kp2, lh, 
v2-a + b, k+ (6 %2 + (a, 2)b~2~ b2, 
cp3--+61 +iQ, 2)~3+(& 2)(cF3, l)cp.l+(&2)(qb 1)(cP3, b. 
h W+(a, 1)-W, 2)(~~2, l)h I), 
(~2, W--G, lh, I)+@, 2N<p2, 1)Cq2, h 
b,m,l) -+(a, l! + (a, 2)h 1)h W3, 1). 
Definition 2 (Harrison and Have1 [ 171). Let G C = (X, .Z, P)) be a context-free 
grammar, G is said strict deterministic if there exists a partition over X w 3’ such that 
(i) X is exactly a class of q, 
(ii) V& 5’ E Z’, k, & P’E (X u ,E’) such that &-w@ and +a~’ belong to I), if 
5 and 6’ are in the same class of 17, then the first letter of /3 and the first letter of 
p’ are in the same class or p and 0’ are empty and 5 = t’. 
Proof. We orlly give the partition q over X u.5 dctined by 
WC need mwt’ technical ,icfinitions. Let L (=z (~2, @, R )) he an RPS arld C;l 17~ 
the context-free grammar associated tcl A’, wt’ introduce the following appkatwns: 
-- the language substitution & such that px:.\-) 1 {A-), for any s of X, and &([I = 
Iii* i E ---+ iv} for any 4 of .3; 
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- yx a mapping from (X u S)* to the set of languages over (X u E)* such that, 
for any w in (X u S)*, either w belongs to X* and y=(w) = {w} or there exists u 
in X*, f in SV w’ in (X u s^)* such that w =uew’and ys(w)={ut .v’~&+~v); 
- c an application such that, for any L subset of (X US’)*, L(L) is the subset equal 
to L nX”. 
From these definitions we reach the following lemma giving relations between 
fix, ys, c and atz, ux and w by means of br. 
Lemma 2. Lgt C (= (A, @, R )) be an RPS, we hacz the following identities : 
bi) /3~Obr=br~u~, 
(ii) yf 0 br = br 0 ax, 
(iii) L * br = br * 7r. 
Proof. (i) is proved by structural induction on t, element of A&,&V). We shall 
show that, for any t of m n._,JV), /3x obr(t) = brocrI;(t); if t belongs to ‘V then 
or(t) = t, br(t) = (t] and &,(t I= {t}; if t does not belong V, either (a) t(A) is in A, 
or (b) t (4) is in @. 
(a) t(A) = a, a E Ak ; for every j in [k] let us note tj the term t/(a, j): k(t) is equal 
to {a} w’~~~(LI (a& l br(t& thus 
&9br(~)=(~)w u (a&&obr(t,); 
,EIkl 
by induction we have 
then & J br(t) is equal to broa&) 
\b) r(.l ’ = (P,, tp: E 4; for every j in [IZ,] let us note f, the subterm t/(qi, j): br(t) is 
equal to k, 1 v U,+, (a, i> - br(tj) then 
but 
PE ’ brtt) = Pr(qi) u u Ps((pp,, j) * br(ij)) 
rt[n,l 
Sinctz am is equal to r,[cr2(fI I/x1, . . , , uz (t,,, )/x,,,] by Lemma 1, we obtain 
pl 0 hrrr) - br v:?;(r). 
(ii) is proved in a very similar way. 
Aiib is also proved by structural induction on il&,&V); let f be in n?,,&r): 
if t belongs to V then n(t) = I, br(t) = {t)E X”; if not t(A) is either (a) in A or (bj 
in @. 
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‘a) t(A) = Q. a E Ak ; for every j in [k] let us note tj the term f/(a, j) then 
L 0 br(t) = {a} u ,yk, (a, j) l L 0 br(tJ + 
and, by induction 
br(t) = {a} u u (a, j) l br 0 T(Q) = br 0 r(t) 
iElk 
since v(t) is equal to a&l) ’ ’ ’ fl(fk). 
(b) t(A)=cpi, gi E @; then r(t) is equal to J2 and bra n(t) is empty. For each j 
in [nil, let US note tj the term t/(qi, j) then br(t) is equal to 
(qi)u /J (<pi, j) l br(tj) and L 0 br(t) = br(t) AX* = 0. Cl 
iE[n,l 
As a corollary, we get the following relations: 
Lop~obr(t)=brorroa~(r) and ~oylobr(l)=brono*~(t) 
for any t in A&&V) and any integer tz. 
Proposition 2. Let G (=(A, @, R)) tw WI RPS and t hc m &mw of A&,.,rb(\9r 
then L=(t) is equal to br(t2). 
Proof. We knlow by Proposition 2 of 8 3 .2 that !z is the Icast uppcrbound of the 
set (7~ 0 &it) 1 II E N}; that means br(tr) = u,,chf br 0 7~ 0 n:(t). By the above relations 
we reach the equality br(rr) = UtlcN L 0 /3; 0 br(t). But we know, bv a theorem of 
Schtitzenberger [33], that Lx(t) is equal to u,,GN t op1 0 br(r). g * 
As a corolla::y we get 
Proof. WC know (by Proposition 1 of S 33 that s ‘--, Ls’ if and only if sk c s I holds. 
By definition of the syntactic order and branches, wc know .Q z s-i holds if and 
only if br(sx;) is included in br(s~). r.3 
4. Recursion induction principle:. Classes of valid formulas 
In the sequel p denotes a (universally) correct computation rule (cf. 8 3.2 in fine), 
3 denotes a set of functions from N into itself , E (= (A, #, R)) is an RPS and S 
is ;i subset of ;14,.I( L’) X MCiC V); now we state our induction principle related to (p, F): 
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Let R be a subset of M Ad W xMAd( -f) equal to {(t,, ::> ij EJ}; if for each j 
in J there exists fi in 9 such that 
’ vn ENn op;{t,)--L v opy(*,) 
R, 
whereR.isthesubsetSw{(lropk(li),?rop~ (t~))~j~J,i<n)ofMA(V)*;th~nthe 
inequality tr s (T,s) f; holds for each j in J or, in other words, R is included in 2~ (T,s). 
If 2Y and S are given we shall say that R s provable by a (p, 9)-induction. To 
prove the validity of the induction principle we need the following fact 
Fact. Let (4 t’) be a pair of elements of MA(V) such that t --+g t’; if S’ is eclual to 
S w (0, 0) then we have the identity CS = cso. 
Proposition 1. The reeursim irtductiort prhciple is valid. 
Proof. The above fact implies that for any integer n, && is equal to LR,. But & 
is equal to S and the proposition V~IEN: ~r~p;(l,)~R,~c~~“‘(f~) may be 
rephrased in Vn EN: * ~P~(~j)CSPOp~“’ (rj) and the theorem of Guessarian 
(Theorem 2) ensures that the inequality tj c (E,s) fi holds for each j in J. 0 
The inerest of this new statement of recursion induction lies not only in the 
definitlo!r of an eflectice induction proof but also in the definition of a complexity 
measure C?I proofs and a criterion to decide whether a proof is beffer than another 
one. This subpn,ests to define ‘complexity’ classes of atomic formulas. 
NW note I: (_~,.9) the set of valid atomic formulas which is a subset of A&,_,*( V) x 
M,,,,+t V) defin :d by 
Obviously, eacl formula of I g (p. 3) is valid with respect to s(~,~). 
Problem. Let p be a correct computation rule (which will always be (7 or CY) and 
S be a subset of A&( V) x M,l( V); for the class of functions from N into N, say 9, 
do we have the inclusion ‘T; cr.s, c_ 1; (p, 3) for any RPS L? 
This question is very important since its answer allows to study the completeness 
of a formal proof system by finding the set such that Zr (p, 9) contains formulas 
provable by the system for any RPS C. 
To give some answers we distinguish the case where S is the empty set (3 2) and 
where it is not ($ 3). 
rt ’ ?. The compiexity of synfacfic ineqrrakfy 
In **his paragraph we are going to show that, for any RPS 2’, we have the identities 
I&, Lin) = + and &(a, Expi = sr. In other words we are able to bound the 
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complexity of strong inequality by the linear (resp. exponential) functions from N 
to N. 
We call Lin the subset of functions from N to N equal to (/l&z, b E IV, Vn E N 
f(n) = a l n + 6) and Exp the subset of functions from h; to JV equal to {fl &z, 6, c E 
N, Vn E N: f(n) = Q l b n + c). We shall say that Lin is *included’ in Exp because any 
function of Lin may be bounded by an element of Exp. 
In 9 3.4 we introduced Gs (= (X, -, = P)) the context-free grammar of branches 
associated to an RPS C; to show the result claimed above we need some technical 
remarks. 
Debition 1. Let Gr (= (X, -, = P)) be the grammar associated to a given RPS 2; 
let us define the sequence 
then & (=(X,2,,)) defined by g=UnE~.2” and P=Pn&(Xw.?)* is the 
standard ‘reduced’ grammar associated to Gx. 
Proposition 1 (Harrison and Have1 [171). Let & be tha reduced granmar dhwd 
abooe, then the two following gruposrtions hold: 
and for any finite srakt Y of (X v S)* 
This is because Gl is a strict determini~l ic grammar in the senst? of Harrison ;ind 
Ha4 [17] (cf. 3 3.4). 
Broof. For any 5 in Z and w in r” (A’ u ?j*, if there b; a leftmost derivation from 
( to IS’ its length is less than $ where p’ denotes the number of elements of f plus 
one by Proposition 2 above. Let p be p’+ 1 and wt‘ reach the result. 2 
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Theorem 4. For any RPS ZI (= (A, @, R)) we have the foliowing identities 
(i) SE = &(a, Lin) and 
(ii) SL = I&, Exp). 
Proof. It suffices to show the two inclusions (i) ~2 EJ& Lin) and (ii) + c 
I&, Exp) (completeness property). For any integer n and t in A&&V), we shall 
note t9t(f) the tree of M,,(V) defined by the set of its branches b&t))= 
{u 1 w E br(tg) and lu 1 G n). First, we prove the inclusion (i). 
Fact 1. Let us consider some II belonging to br(tr), then Proposition 2 of Q 3.4 
ensures us that u belongs to Lx(t); thus there exists an element w in br( t) such 
that w +$ N and, by Lemma 1, we know there exists a leftmost derivation from 
w to N of length less than p * lu) (p is the integer of Lemma 1). 
This fact and the definition of the application yr (cf. definition in 0 3.4) involve 
that & belongs to y$’ I”’ * br(t). Thus we have the relation br(&t)) = c 0 br@f(t)) c 
L * rf n 0 br(t); applications of results of 0 3.4 give us br(@f(t))sh 0 br c~~‘“(t)~ 
bran *a:- (t) which is equivalent o &t)cr *a~’ “(1). 
Fact 2. For any t in MA~QI( V) any integer n and any u in L 0 yl. 0 br(t) we have 
the relation lul s k l n +lltll where k = max{lw113[ E 36 *p w} and litl/ = 
max(llcllrr E br(tI} (by convention @II = 0). 
But br*rr*&(r)isequal tolo:,: 0 br(t) and any branch of T 0 a! 2 (t) is a branch 
of tr such that its length is less than k l n +/tll, so it is a branch of 8%. ,,+I&). We 
reach the inclusion bran o&t)zbr(t9’. k ,,+il,/i(t)) and the inequality T * cxg(t) c 
r 
& II+ ,I’ (1). 
From Fact 1 and Fact 2 we deduce that for any pair (s, s’) of elements of I&,+( V: 
such that s +s’ we have 
thus (s, s’) is in I~(uL, Lin). 
NOW WC prow the inclusion (ii). 
Fact 3. Hy an obvious induction on integers we have the logical implication: 
II E t a pi 0 hrir ) + lu 1 c k ’ l /tll for any t of M A,_,+( V). By a result of 5 3.4 and Fact 
1 WC reach the inequality 
7r 0 a;(b) c 77 0 &!“” k”(r). 
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Combining Fact 3 and Fact 4, we deduce that s SZ. s’ implies, for ‘any integer n, 
7v&(S)I=7WY~ p - k”(s) c n 0 cy$’ k” +qsp c n 0 02’ k”+qSf) 
with p’=p 9 IIs)I, jj =pz l k . Ilsll, ij =q2 - l[sll; thus (s, s’) belongs to I&, Exp). !Il 
Proposition 3 (A particular case of incompleteness). The i!ienfity + = I&r, Lin) 
does not hold for any RPS C. 
It suffices to exhibit a counter-example of two elements, t and t , such that t ~2 I’ 
and (t, f’) does not belong to I&r, Lin). Let us recall the RPS described in the 
example of 9 3: 
I 
CFlX = cw72cp lx’, 
c cp2s =uippxcp2x, 
We have given already the associated grammar 
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We shall say an RPS X is linear (or non nested) if and only if the associated 
context-free grammar GI: is linear. 
Proposition 4. Let C be a hear RPS, t and t’ two linear trees of iMA& V) (i.e. 
trees such that each u in br(t) or br(t’) contains at most one occurrence of an element 
We), then we haoe 
t Q t’ *(t, t’) E Ix(a, Lin). 
Proof. It is obvious since, in this case, IT 0 a;(t) (resp. v o&t’)) is equal to 
7r vr;(tl (resp. tr +&t’)). 
In some sense we give a new reason to call this kind of RPS’s linear. 
An interesting consequence of Theorem 4 is to show the advantage of the 
rP-induction to prove syntactic inequalities (or equivalences) since proofs are 
less difficult. So we enforce the point of view developed by Boudol [4]. 
To finish this section we must mention that we actually do not know what is the 
‘bc:st‘ (i.e. minimal with respect to inclusion) class of functions 9 such that 6, is 
equal to I&r, s) for any RPS C. The above example shows that 9 is included in 
Exp and contain p Pal (the set of polvnomial functions). Is there any example of 
strong inequality *here the proof requires exponential a-induction? We do not 
believe so and we state the follc?wing 
Conjecture 1. Ix! Pal be the set of functions from Iv to N {f(3a0,. . . , n,, E 
N: fh ) = xr.,, apt’), then we have the idc ntity + = &(a, Pol) for any RPS C. 
l-et us recall we would find the class 3 of functions from IV to N such that the 
inclusion d (z.sz  I: (p, 9) for any RPS C; a computation rule p and a non empty 
set S given. In this case the situation is more complicated and we would like brought 
to light three remarks: 
f 1) In the introduction we give the following example (due to R. Milner): let C 
hc the RPS 
and S be the subset of A/I {(.$I ({x})’ {( fgx, &I-u). (fl2, MO?)} then we have the 
cquivalrnce cpx =.z,s) 4x and, for any integer n, the relation 
?r 0 a: (9~ ) c-S TT 0 a! (&x ) implies p greater than 2” - 1. 
From this example, we deduce that c=-_~.~) is included neither in Zz (~7, Pal) nor 
in 1: (a, Pal). So the desired class 9 is at least Exp. 
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(2) If we call All the class of all functions from N to IV, we hate the obvious 
property: for any RPS X, for any finite subset S of MA(V)‘, +s,s) is equal to 
&p, All) (p is either cx or a). 
(3) It is well known that it is possible to construct a finite system of terms 
rewriting, say S, such that it encodes the behaviour of a Turing machine; so we 
know that the class 9 must contain the recursive functions and we state the following 
Conjecture 2. The least class of functions from iV to N, say 9, such that, for any 
RPS C, any finite subset S of MA( V)2, G((T,s) is equal to 1; (p, 9) (/I is either (Y or 
C) is the class of recursive functions. 
Thus a good question may be for some class of particular functions, say 9: Could 
we give some properties such that if S satisfies them the inclusion <(x,S) E Is (p, 9) 
holds? By this way we could reach a tool to define a hierarchy over the finite 
systems of terms rewriting. 
But our recursion induction principle may be also used as a mean to study the 
validity and the completeness of formal systems to prove inequalities or equiva- 
lences. For example in [23] we proved that the so-called fold/unfold method, 
elaborated by Burstall and Darlington [ci], is an incomplete method for proving 
programs equivalences. Let us give some explanations: a system for performing 
transformations of recursive programs (such as the Burstall-Darlington system) 
may be viewed as a system for proving prograrlls equivalence since one can perform 
a transformation from P1 to P2 which preserves the equivalence (under some 
assumptions, see [9,23,24-j) and proves the equivalence between PI and Bz. 
The next paragraph is devoted to the presentation of a powerful formal system 
for proving recursive program schemes inequalities and equivalences. 
We take our inspiration in [12] to design a formal system, about which we prove 
our main result: for all proof in the system we define, nn a constructive way, a 
recursive function which is a bound for the complexity of the proved formula. This 
is shown when the axioms are equations over the A-magma M,JC’,, that is ars 
elements of a symmetric binary relation which expresses properties of base func- 
tions, and which we always denote S. 
Here \~t’ assume the existence of a procedure symbols umverse !?, so that each 
KPS 1: = (A, @, R) satisfies 05 c ‘I/ and for all g t” 9, of arity tl, fhcrc exists exdctl) 
one T tz MA,_ q ({s 1, . . . , s,,}J such that (q~ l - - a _I,.,, d E R. 
Thus, the elements of @ are exactly the procedure symbols defined by X, and 2‘ 
left other symbols of Li undefined, although they can occur in the body of some 
definition in 2.‘. We call Alph(S) (the alphabet of procedure symbols of z‘) the set 
of procedure symbols which occur in some definition in X (thus @ c Alph(SjJ. Two 
RPS’s .X = (A, 0, C) and ,V’= (‘4, @‘, R’) are in&p~n&nr iff .E does not define an 
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element of the alphabet of C’, and conversely, i.e. @ n AIph(C’) = 0 = @’ n Alph(2) 
and in this case C UC’ = (A, Cp u @‘, R u R’) is also an RPS. 
One can easily check that in this case ox and oze commute: 
02 0 ox* = or;* Q UL: = uy,r*. 
We also make more precise the notion of immediate information relative to an 
RPS Z = (A, Qr, R), which is the projection ns on M~vy(v) defined as ?r, except for: 
Thus if 2Y and 27 are independent: 
The formal system is designed to prove formulas: an atomic formula is an 
inequality t 51 I’ where t and I’ belong to M AUw(V) (i.e. are terms with f2 as a 
symbol of constant) and a formula is a finite conjunction of atomic formulas. We 
often identify such a formula with a finite binary relation over IMAUp( V), written 
It, E t:, t c r’ ) and abbreviate the conjunction of I c t’ and t’ c_ t by t = t’ (a ..‘b p- p,
symmetric relation). 
The (procedure symbols) alphabet of such a formula P is the (finite) set Alph(P) 
of elements of ?P occurring in some atomic inequality of P, and we say that P and 
the RPS X = (A, @, R) are independent iff Alph(P) n @ = 0. 
In this case ~2 x q(P) = 02 xar(P) = P. 
We need another notation before describing the system: for a formula P and an 
RPS 2 = (A, Cp, R), we define the RPS 21 P, the restriction of 2 to P as ,C 1 P = 
(A, @jP, R 1P) where #iP is the union of the @(““s given by 
“” @ = a, rl Alph(P), 
&E @-Ii tS3~E~nQZ’~‘:cloccursin76:.f.((PX1...xn,T)ERor 
3~ E a’” I: q occurs in T s.t. (4~ I . . a x,, 7) E R 
and 
RjP=R~(MS~p(V)Mf,, ,q(V)). 
Then ,V - P = (A, c;D - @ 1 P, R -R f P) is also an RPS, independent from X 
P, and such that L = X 1 P u (C - P). 
P and 
The description of the formal system consists in the inductive definition of the 
notion of the (syntactic) consequence relation relative to an RPS 2, which is the 
kast relation t-x between formulas such that: 
t 1) Repkettlent rule 
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(2) Union ride (or conjunction rule) 
ifP;QandP’;Q’thenP uP’t;C?uQ’; 
(3) Cut rule 
ifP;Q’andQ’t-$thenP$Q; 
(4) Y-induction rule 
if C’ and C” are independent, Lr = C’ UC” and P and Y’ are independent, 
thenP;Q; 
(5) Restriction rule 
if Pi Q then P I------ Q. 
XiPL..IO 
As usual, we must define a concefit of semantic validity, or more precisely the 
sernan tic relation of consequence in 2’ kr between formulas on A and formulas on 
A u lc/ as 
W for all interpretations I satisfying S, for all (1. t’! E P: 
To be of some use, the system mu:;t be wlitl, which means 
This is true, as we shall see. 
We may add some derived inference rules to simplify the proofs. such as, for 
cxampie, the inclusion rule (conscqutx~c of replaccmcnt and cut rulesl: 
if P $ Q’ and Q G Q’ then P 1. Q. 
1 
We shall abbreviate k&L P and P I- (1 (I) resp. b! t 1 P and P * Q. 
A formula 0 is ymual&~ from P (~1s axiond in ,O itT P b-k 0. and a pv~~.f of C? 
fr0ril P in 2 ’ IS a finite binary Mulled (by statements Q’ L- 1 Q”) tree. such that: 
- its roe! is I;~belled by P t-1 Q, 
- the leaves are labelled by Q ’ t-L* Q” which are instance of the replacement rule 
(and we call the proof explicit if each step of c: u -\ LJ +‘O’ to obtain (3” is described\. 
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- for each node which is not a leaf, the label result from its sons by application of 
an inference rule. 
We do not give a formal definition, but illustrate this notion by some examples. 
Example 1. Let X be the RPS: 
and S be the set of axioms: 
s = (fgx = gfx, fn = gf2). 
We want to prove P = {qx = #x} from S in 2. A proof (tree) is as foIlows: 
Let us explicit the replacement: 
- obviously fn y glz, . 
- gg$x =odgJ/x), 
f&X = &.‘X 
This proof is easy, because it only needs an obvious lemma f$x = g@, which is 
ar\qx I= cr&h) (indeed the formula cp_\: =$x belongs to &(T, Lin)). 
In the following example, the proof needs some more clever lemmas, and the 
introduction of a copy of the given RPS. But let us first precise this notion of copy 
and its use: a reuamiftg (of procedure symbols) is an application p: P+1v which 
respects the arities <p( P,,) c fvn for all n) and such that there exists a finite subset 
of P, the support of p, denoted supp(p) on which p is a transposition (a permutation 
such that p op = id), and the identity elsewhere. 
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We can obviously ‘extend’ such a map (with the same notation) to MAJV) by 
p(t)=t if 1E Vu(n), 
ddh l 9 9 td = a!b(td l l l dtk), 
and to relations, by p xp, and to RPS’s, if we define for C = (A, @, R): p(S) = 
(A,p(@). p xp(R)). (We can remark that p(X+up(C))=Cup(lc).) We call p(Z) 
a copy of C iff suppb) = # u @’ with cb A @’ = 8, p(a) = @‘. 
We denote, for a renaming, 
(which states that, up to a renaming, there is no change!) and we say that a formula 
P’ is a renaming, by p, of P={ti~~!I~~i~p)iffP’={~i~8~Il~i~p) and- 
Vi: $i ---+&,) ti and 0: ** E(p) ti’ (we do not impose that each occurrence of a procedure 
symbc4 in the atomic formulas of P is renamed by p to get P ‘). We can then state 
the 
(6) Renaming rufe 
if C = (A, @, R) is an RPS, p a renarnitlg such that supp(p) C_ @, if PI-~ Q and 
P’ and Q’ are resp. renamings of P and cr’ by p, if p(X) = 2Y then P’ t-x 0’. In fact, 
this rule is a derived one, as shown by: 
/ 
P’kP’uE(jd P’uE(pH-y k-f-2 =f? Etj#---crar: ~cr,(E(p~~ 
/ \ 
union 
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Let us explain the leaves: 
- P' t-2 P' is a trivial instance of the replacement rule, 
- {&I = R) = ~2 x nr(E(p)) since supp(p) c @, 
- E(p) I=- as xcr~(Eip)) since, for Q E sup&): 
(since p(C) =C and V8: p(B) c+& $), 
- P’uECp) k-r P since by assumption on P': 
- Q u E(p) b-r Q’ since again 
We mainly use this rule in the case of C = C’ up(2’) where p(Z’) is a copy of C’. 
Example 2 
s, Q'X =fQ’X, I tb’x = g$x (a copy of C) 
(here the renaming 3 is given by supp(p) = (~0, #, CpI, 9’) with p(q) = <p’, p(JI) = 4’) 
and 
s = { fgx =. ggfx, fQ = gf2). 




Let us detail the proof of S I--~ rpx c 4.x (we Ieft to the reader the (easier) proof 
of the c:?nverse inequality $x c lrpxb. 









/’ \inchct ion 
where 
The last step is the proof of the lemma 
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Intuitively, this proof is more difficult than the one of Example 1 (indeed <px c 4x 
belongs to 1: (cr, Exp), as we have already seen). 
We must point out that the independence hypothesis in the induction rule are 
crucial for the validity of the system. For example, with the RPS of Example 1 and 
S’ = (fgx = g/k) we could prove, relaxing one of these two independence hypothesis, 
that S’ bf; cpx = #X : 
- S’+r~x=~.x by 2,“~induction’ (with C’ = X” = 2C) since 
- j$LrS’ LA 1 trivial instance of the replacement rule) and S’ JC I--~ V_X = $X is 
‘proved’ exactly as above by 2”~induction’ with P = S’ u 2,X” = C and C’ = 0. 
But qx =cz.se, q9.x is false. 
We now state the main theorem, expressing the complexity-with respect to 
S i JW,\ ( V )’ and v --of formulas P provable from S in 2. To this aim, let us define 
tl e set f” as the least subset of the set of functionals over N (that is mappings from 
.V’ into itself) such that 
l.ct 2 be the least subset of A” which contains the identity function and closed 
b\, C I f’ E 2 (s: & E f =3 II/(f) E 2% It is cas! to check it is a subset of the recursive 
functions and that for all f of 3: 
Theorem 5 (Complexit> of provable formulas). For all S, s)wetk bi!lar)’ relation 
or[v- A$,( ‘I’), for a11 RPS E, for al! forrnrrla P and fur all (Pxpkrr 1 proof Of P fro/n 
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S in 2l there (effectively) exists f in 9 such that P c Ii (a, if)). Frirthermore the 
implication 
holds. 
To prove this theorem we need a lot of technical definitions and lemmas, so we 
postpone a detailed proof to the next paragraph. 
An easy consequence of this ‘complexity theorem’ is the following corollary. 
C~rolfary (Validity). 7%~ system is valid. 
(Let US remark this may be reached in a more standard way, see for example [2]). 
Our result on complexity of provable formulas means that, if a formula P is 
known to be valid in S and C with a minimal complexity h, then a proof (if any) 
of P from S in C performed by the system must have a complexity scheme 4 such 
that 4(id) is greater or equal than h. Thus if h Is not a ‘small’ function, the proof 
must be difficult. 
J-iowever this assertion is somewhat vague but we feel that the construction of 
the claim below exhibits tat least for ‘non-stupid’ proofs) a link between an intuitive 
ncaion of ‘dificulty’ of a proof, and the speed of increasing of its complexity. It 
remains to make these ideas more precise. But to support them, let us mention 
some facts we know: 
- if P is proved without use Qf induction its complexity is a linear function, 
- if P is proved with Y-induction in which 2’ = (d, again its complexitv is a linear _ 
function; 
- if P is proved with ‘non-nested’ induction (no use of induction to prove the 
hypothesis of the instances of induction rule) then its complexity is (bounded by) 
an exponential function. 
We may reszark that the complexity scheme of a proof is completely determined 
by the ‘sketch of the proof’: we call ‘sketch of the proof’ ;d brnary tree in which 
each node is labelled by the name of an inference rule plus an integer in the cast’ 
of replacement rule (such that Q &&). Then two proofs with the same sketch 
have the same complexity scheme. 
5. Proof of ‘Theorem 5 
First, wc have to put any proof in some ‘standard form’, which will be a pro4 
using at must one application of the restriction rute, at the top of the associated tree. 
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Let I~-L: be the least binary relation over formulas which satisfies rules (1) to (4); 
we call a proof (which does not use the restriction rule) in this system a standard proof. 
For any proof I: 
- we denote by Alph(f) the union (P) u Alph(E) u Alph(Q) for all labels P b-z Q 
oft; 
- if p is a renaming such that supp(p) n Alph(r) f 0, we denote by p(t) the proof 
obtained from t by replacing at each node its label, say P I--~ Q, by p x p(P) I-,~z, p x 
p(Q). Obviously, it is a proof of p xp(Q) from p x p(P) in p(Z) if t is a proof of 
P from 0 in C (trivial induction on the size of t); 
- if X is an RPS such that Alph(X)n Alph(r) = 0, we get the tree (t +C) by re; .xing 
in f at all nodes the labels P ~2’ 0 by P k-r;s,s Q: obviously if t is a proof of P 
from 0 in X’, then (I 45) is a proof of P from 0 in E’ LIE (same argument). 
Lemma II (Standard form). 
We only sketch the proof (which proceeds by induction on the number of 
occurrL.nces of the restriction rule in a proof of P from Q in 2): 
Let ? be a proof of the form: 
then 
dph(r’) 0 supp@! = C3 and Alph&) c supp(p). 
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Then p(&) =&, p xp(P’) = P’ and p xp(Q’) = 0’. Thus p(l”) is a proof of Q’ from 
P’ in &up(&)=p(C’). 
Since Alph(p(&)) n Alph(f’) = 8, we are able to construct the tree (!‘t~(&)) 
and to verify that 
is again a proof of Q from P in C up (C,) and obviously (G up(&)) 1 P u Q = 
C IP u Q since Alph(&) E supp(p), and thus Alph(&) n Alph(P u 0) = 0 (for 
Alph(P u Q j C_ Alph(r’)). 
It is now clear that the theorem will be proved if it is established for standard 
proofs since we have 
From na>w on, we denote V: 0 & by q:. 
Here is the second packet of technical definitions and properties: 
- for a formula P, we define the parallel rewriting in P (see [Is]) as: 
Obviously, -p c -Ia CT --+s ard thus --+z = ++:. 
- for an RlPS 
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we define the simultaneorls rewriting in 2‘: 
f -y f’ z (ij either t = t’, 
(iii) QTt=(Pil)t1”‘rn,,,r’=ti[m;/X,,...,m~,/x,,] 
and Vj: m, * mi. 
r 
Again -rc-,c: -g and-+:= -g. We denote -z = (++- ‘. 
- As we shall see, only the +r U-P steps (in an instance of the replacement rule) 
can increase the complexity of the formulas. Thus we define 
It is clear that, if 0 is (explicitly) a finite subset of (I=U -’ P--+)*, ther, there 
exists a (computable) ~1 E iv such that Q cc’:‘, - --, 
We left to the reader the (easy) verification of the following facts: 
(11 ? G t‘=hr&)c srz(r’) and ~~~(z)z(T~!I’); 
(2) (SW (281) 
Lemma 2. Let t be a starldard proof of Q from P irz C, and Z’ independent from X 
If we get the tree t :,’ (for m in N) by replacing at all nodes oft the labels P’ It-~rs Q’ 
by $,’ x T&(P’) + q:t’ x q:, (Q’>, tlwn tt*’ is a starldard proof of 77: x q:‘(Q) from 
rl h‘ r’ x T&‘(P) in E. 
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Proof. Ry induction on 1. 
(1) If,t reduces to a single node labelled P II-s Q, which is an instance of the 
replace.:Yrent rule, then there exists k E N such that C? CC:,,. Let us prove the 
lemma in this case by induction on k ; and in fact, 
!;i) if k 70, Q~(ru-~j *- We have only to check (by means of fact (1)) that 
whick, is true because C and 2’ are independent (trivial induction on the definition 
Of--~). 
(ii:, if Q c G$L! then for all (t, t’) E Q there exists S, s’ s.t. 
t I=:,Ps(~“~)s’(~“~)*f’. 
By ind:lction hypothesis: q;(t) !I$,: hq;, ,pq:,‘(s). 
(iii) if s +q s’ then, as in case (i) q i,’ (S ) +bx r) ‘,’ (s’) and, as we have seen in (i): 
77~(SI)(I=“.“r)*17;I;;‘~f’). 
(iv) if s -++pS’ then bj (3) q:(s) *,-,;, Y,):,(p) &(s’) and again &(s’)(c_u 
“*#q ‘,‘(I’). 
(2), (3) If I is a tree in which the top rule is the union or cut rule, then the knma 
is trivial for tz. 
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The crucial step in the proof of the theorem is the following claim : 
(1) for any (explicit) standard proof t of Q from P in C there (effectively) exists 
a functional of O’, denoted 5 and called the complexity scheme of I, such that 
(2) moreover, if 2” is independent from Z, then the same functional 4 of ,*r is 
the complexity scheme of rz (as defined in Lemma 2), for all m in iV. 
The theorem follows from this claim, since S E A&(V)* implies, for all C, S E 
If (CT, {id)). 
Proof of the claim. By induction on a standard proof t of 0 from P in E. 
(1) If t reduces to one node, labelled P 1+x 0, then this is an (explicit) instance 
of the replacement rule, thus there (effectively) exists ic of N such that 8 c E:,~. 
Let us define 
or more concretely, for f 45 N N, 
~9dfh 1 = f(a ), 
\ 9mc,(f)(rr)=f(4m(f)(n))+ 1. 
We prove that Vm E N : &, E t? (which is trivial) and Vf E 3: 
Ps I&,{I))=+OSI&T, {Jlk(f)}) by induction on k: 
(i) if k = 0 then for all (t, r’)~ Q we have t(~u-r)*t’ and (by facts (1) & (2)): 
(ii1 if 
Vi? E N: 7$(f) c q~o,()rn,(z’). 
Q c EI&; then, for all (t, t’) there exists s, s’ s.i.: 
t ChyJ p --K(c u -j*t’. 
,r 
By Induction hypothesis: 
VU E Iv: q$U) c, & ,,,, JS). 
illil if s ~a-~ s' then (by fact (2)) s -,v a&) and (fact (2)) 
But f~ 9 =3f(&if)(~z )I + 1 WhJ~)(n I+ i (si’n.:e Vqf(4) “4) and by definition of 
&., andfact (2) 
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and, as we have seen in (i): 
(iv) if s *ps’ then by facts (3) & (2) 
&cf,c”,M ++-)6~+,~001~ W) P’ 
,, where P’ = ~~k~~~~rl~ x dk+,~ ~tn, (P) since J/k + 1 (f>( n ) 3 (Lk (f)(n 1 (see (iii)). 
But by hypothesis q&(f)(,,) x T&&)(,,),(P) CC,, thus by fact (4): *p SC, since 
(Lk+l(f)Oz)~f(~k(f)(lz)). Again, as we have seen in (i) 
TO achieve the proof of the claim in this case, we only recall the proof of Lemma 
2, in which it is shown that we have & x T&C?) c E&,$ b ,,: l~l for all m, and the 
‘complexity scheme’ $ of t only depends on k in this case. 
(2) Assume that t is the tree 
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and if rl/’ ano .,Y’ are the complexity schemes for t’ and t”, then $ = $“o ~3’ is the 
complexity scheme ot i cince 
VfE9c Prt&r,{f})*~‘_ c tS (cf, {ti’(f )I) * 0 c Iii b, (s”W’(f>>D. 
Again, the second point of the claim is trivial k x. 
(41 If t is the tree 
P u 0 
Let ti’ be (given by the induction hypothesis) a scheme of complexity for t’: 
First, let us remark that 3 since P is independent of Y’: 
Vp*qEN: q$ q$ (P)=P 
and thus 
siljce VII Eihr; qt’ i 17:’ = 11:’ 0 q:’ = yji’“’ . 
Let $“ be (given by the induction hypothesis) a scheme of complexity for I”, and 
define a sequence of elements of C by 
(11 if ur = 0, then ~2, x q;’ (Q) = ?T~ I x 7~40) and A (m j = $', this is nothing else 
tha I the induction hypothesis on I’. 
(ii) We have qti’+l x v~+~(Q) = -qf*" x q~'(c~~,,Xay(Q)), by definition of ~;f‘~. 
Sint:e 2’ and 2” are independent, we can use Lemma 2, which indicates that t:;‘;” 
is a nroof of q :I + 1 X q 5’. 1 K? ) from 7-j tI“ X q Z’ (P u Q) in E’, with the same complexity 
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scheme qY’ (induction hypothesis of the proof of the claim, point (2)): But 
s~x11~(PuQ)=Purl~xrl~(Q) 
(independence of P and 27’) and by the induction hypothesis on tn 
rl~Xt7~;‘(Q)Cfs,ia,{h(nt)(f)}) iff SZSz~(v,{f)). 
Obviously P c I $ (CT, {A (m)(f)}) in this case since A (m)(f) zf (for all ti E CT and 
fE 9: 9(,/l WI. 
Thus q$ xq~(PuQ)~Z$(a, (h(m)(f)}) which implies, by definition of A 
(A (m + Wf) = #‘(A cm ,m> 
r&l x &“+I K?fcI~~(a,~A(m +1)(f)}). 
This means that, if P c I z, (a, {f}) then 
tirn, II EN: &” x&q:’ x tliEh’,m)(f,,(,,,(Q))~~~. 
Since A(m)(f)(n)? tl for all n, if we let t?l = n in this formula, we have by fact 
(4): for all n EN 
VI, z”k ,l‘ x Y/;;(f)(,,) ‘“‘L’I’ (Q) c cs 
where 4(f)(n) = (A(n)(f))(n). Rut 1,4 is nothing but S($‘. Jr”), which is thus a 
complexity scheme for t. 
The verification of the second point of the claim in this case IS trivial (SW 
lemma 2). 
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